
Comfort Zone Visitation (excerpt)

INSIDE TRACKING

This is one of those crucial steps that so often falls into the cracks. The Inside Track step 
focuses on the Prayer Walking team members that stay inside; they stay put. Because of mobility and 
other issues, they become the heart; the pump of prayers toward those doing the more visible tasks of 
Comfort Zone Visitation Walking and Prospecting.

For our harvest of souls efforts to be most effective, we must provide opportunity for every 
sector of our fellowship to be involved in meaningful ways... that's what family fellowship is. As the 
actual 'walkers' will be given maps etc., so should the tracking team also. They need the names of each 
of the walkers and about where they'll be. Maps today even provide aerial photos of your neighborhood 
and streets. These are wonderful tracker tools. Because 'at risk' moments have a habit of cropping up 
when least imagined, even cell phone numbers should be shared.

Before anyone begins their assignments, there MUST be a bond between all members they 
share in the harvest that God promises. This will be emphasized in the later step Harvest Huddle. 

Go / Lo
We are so quick to emphasize the “Go” of the Great Commission. But seldom do we also 

include the powerful guarantee of the process. “Lo”, I am with you always. “Lo” is a little word that 
tells us, “Hey! Include what's coming too!” And what's coming is the guarantee of a Partner like no 
other. 

We all crave helpers and fellowship; we're wired that way. Well how about the One Who sticks 
closer than a brother and promises to be with us always? It's never, “I'm going prospecting”... it's 
always “we're going prospecting.”   Pro. 18:24; Mat. 28:20.

Guarantees in Abundance
Possibly in every step of this workshop, two wonderful guarantees should be restated. They give 

us the assurance; the taste of reliance we need, to make holy scripture our backbone of joyful victorious 
Christian living. This is certainly needed in each of Comfort Zone Visitation's steps

As clear and simple as the word 'all', we read these guarantees in 2nd Timothy 3:16, 17.

All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine [rules], for reproof [testing],  
for correction [discipline], for instruction [training] in righteousness: That the man of God may be 
perfect [complete, not error free], throughly furnished unto all good works. [my notes added]

It's important to notice the 'alls. The first one tells us we have the absolute best handbook cover 
to cover. The second 'all' tells us we are to have it be our guide in all that we do. That includes Prayer 
Walking and Prospecting, doesn't it?
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